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OUTDOORS

In this episode, outdoor intern and
fungus enthusiast Skyla Patton talks all
things mushroom hunting with pro for-
ager and educator Rachel Zoller, better
known as Yellow Elanor. 

They dive into the world of fungi and
detail the importance of skills like prop-
er identifi�cation of anatomy and utiliz-
ing community resources while demys-
tifying how complex the art of mush-
room foraging really is.

For more mushroom guidance, visit
Yellow Elanor's YouTube channel for
how-to videos and tips on identifi�ca-
tion. She can be found on Instagram
@yellowelanor.

Never miss an episode: Listen to the
entire episode above or fi�nd us on Spot-
ify, Apple Podcasts, Google Podcasts,
SoundCloud or Amazon Music and sub-
scribe on your platform of choice to get
future episodes.

Listen to every episode: All 75 epi-
sodes of the Explore Oregon Podcast, a
guide to the state's outdoors, news and
history, are available to listen to.

Skyla Patton is an outdoor reporter
and multimedia storyteller. She can be
reached at spatton@gannett.com and
on Twitter @ganjajournalist. 
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A few weeks ago, I found myself seemingly out of luck. h I’d hoped to backpack to the Matthieu Lakes, a pair of alpine pools

tucked into the forest and lava rock near Mckenzie Pass in the Three Sisters Wilderness. The lakes, believe it or not, are named for

“the man whose vote saved Oregon” — but we’ll get to that a bit later. h Anyway, because I wanted to go on a weekend, the permits

for the main trailhead were sold out almost as soon as they became available. h This has become pretty common in the era of the

Central Cascades Wilderness Permit system, in which hikers and backpackers need a special permit from Recreation.gov to enter

many backcountry destinations in the Sisters, Jeff�erson and Washington wilderness areas.

View of South Matthieu Lake with North Sister rising in the background. ZACH URNESS/STATESMAN JOURNAL

Rewarded for extra eff�ort
It feels like a loophole, but you can get to sold-out Matthieu Lakes 

with a permit from a more-distant, less-traveled trailhead

Zach Urness | Salem Statesman Journal | USA TODAY NETWORK

See MATTHIEU, Page 2B


